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Song of Whitemeadow

Whitemeadow is a roleplaying plot created September 24, 2017 by GM gallant.

It is a spiritual successor to scythe.

Scythe (18+)

Status: This plot is currently open, please contact GM for instructions.

Plot Overview

The Frontier of the Frontier, the system of Halad is the first of asteria's new colonies. Located on the far
galactic south of the Asterian Frontier, the habitable planet of this system remained unclaimed despite
being cleared of its Misshuvurthyar presence by an earlier expedition from the fifth_standard_fleet.

Early in Hachigatsu, of YE 39, a charter was granted to one of the Mikado's nephews; Lord Anise
Whitemeadow was given land holdings on the new planet to found an outpost and begin to colonize the
new holding with a mind for turning it into a rich resource for the fledgling state.

Rules and Pacing

Format: JP Only. Please contact the GM to receive an invite to the Star Army Official Discord, or the
Asteria Official discord server.
Players will be expected to actively interact with the GM to coordinate playtime. Minimum playtime
is not necessary. Communication is highly encouraged.
tos will apply; if they make you uncomfortable, DO NOT JOIN.

Characters and Players

Character Player Notes
Lord Aniseth Whitemeadow gallant Main GM NPC
sutauto_isao Ham n' Jammy Froofy Samurai Doof
aleksasha bloodtree kim Elven Mercenary turned Peer
hashimoto_nenna acewing13 Ex-SAoY Infantry NCO/Princess-in-the-making

Open Positions

See wanted characters.
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History

Month 9, Day 29, YE 39, Lady bhelith_blackspear dispatches aniseth_whitemeadow to lkihujngfv.
Month 9, Day 30, Glass City is established and the system, previously unpronounceable, is
renamed “Halad”, meaning “Glass” in elvish.

Notable Locations

Halad, the System in which the Plot takes place.

Notable Organizations

The House of Whitemeadow
uial_lug_free_company.
The Glass City Militia
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